1. Madeira and sugar

Madeira's archipelago stands 320 miles off the NW of Africa at 32° N. It includes the larger island of Madeira (286 sq. miles), the smaller Porto Santo, and the islets of Desertas and Selvagens. Unlike the nearby Canaries, which were inhabited by the Guanches, Madeira had no indigenous population. In 1419 it was claimed by the Portuguese after being visited by the Atlantic-scouting captains Zarco and Teixeira. The settlements began in 1420, modeled on European feudalism, with large estates endowed to aristocrats and a mass of landless peasants.

Madeira is also the birth site of the modern plantation system. In 1425, Madeira became the first stopover of the sugar cane in that plant's trajectory from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic, a crucial step in its longer journey from New Guinea to the four corners of the world. It was in the Atlantic colonies that sugar plantations became the core of a global economic system that led to modern capitalism. Sugar became a most profitable commodity – the "white gold." Its demand expanded constantly, and so did the interest of financiers. Sweet and addictive at the consumers' end, sugar production was a bitter, bloody and destructive endeavour that caused ecological disruption, indigenous dispossession, and massive displacements of people coerced into the field tasks of planting, cutting, transporting and threshing the cane, plus further assisting in the processing of the liquid, molasses, crystals and sugar loaves.

Madeira's 15th century plantation experiment generated riches for some, opened connections to Flemish and Genovese markets, and brought enslaved labourers from the Canaries and Africa. But the island's forest wood was soon depleted, the territory was limited, and competitors entered the market. In 1532, the Portuguese administration relocated the sugar-producing technology to the wider horizons of Brazil. Madeiran estates gave way to wine production. Small-plot agriculture expanded with mainland settlers bonded to contracts ("colonia") with the landlords. In the 18th and 19th century, British wine traders and producers became highly influential in Madeira, adding a layer of complexity to the existing feudalistic structure. There was a second wave of sugar cane production in Madeira in the 19th century, but in smaller plots, remaining a residual production to our days, mostly for the processing of fine molasses (mel de cana) and rum.

The plantation system had in the meantime conquered the West Atlantic: Brazil since the 16th century, Barbados since the 17th, followed by most Caribbean islands and Guianas. Millions of enslaved Africans were trafficked across the
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Atlantic to work in the sugar fields and mills. The racialized colonial violence upon which stood the plantation economies created deeply wounded societies in permanent tensions and active revolts; by the 19th century, the system was still profitable but increasingly unacceptable. Abolition and Emancipation made their way to the plantation world, replacing enslavement with indenture, while keeping the structure of production, the violence, the devastation, the generalized displacements, the racialized societies.4

2. Sugar Labour Routes

The massive displacement of African men and women as enslaved laborers to the American and Caribbean plantations of sugar, coffee, cocoa, cotton, etc., is well documented by scholars and heritage activists. The post-emancipation massive displacement of Asian men and women as indentured labourers to the Caribbean and also to the then British colonies of Mauritius and Fiji is equally well documented, as illustrated by the Indentured Labour Routes Project. Yet, besides those two major displacements there were also other modes of capturing labouring hands into plantations, from the “blackbirding” (a form of group kidnaping) of South Pacific Islanders into Australia and Fiji5 to the establishment of three to five year contracts to entire families willing to relocate themselves in a distant land.6

Madeiran islanders were also recruited as working hands for sugar plantations in the British colonies. They were recruited, or lured, or wrongfully brought into unknown situations that ended in the sugar cane fields of British colonies in the aftermath of emancipation. Sometimes, Madeirans were legally contracted and knew their rights and duties. Sometimes not. Recruiters for British planters seeking field hands found their way into the most vulnerable islanders, those who experienced in their bodies the downsizes of agricultural fluctuations and famines and longed to escape them. In some cases, they embarked in semi-coercive conditions, in others they knew where they were going and had contracts that resembled what would later become the indenture system. Madeira had been the experimental site of the modern sugar plantation; now, Madeirans were the experimental subjects of bonded plantation labour.

3. Madeirans into British Guiana and the Caribbean

Mainstream Portuguese history, so focused on its own empire, gives little or no attention to the large outflow of Portuguese islanders into British plantations. Yet their number is estimated above 30,000 – an impressive figure for an island which rarely had over 100,000 people. Right after Emancipation, already in 1835, a few hundred Madeirans disembarked in Georgetown headed to Demerara plantations under legal contracts.7 In nearby Trinidad, a group of Azoreans had been wrongfully brought to sugar plantations where they found brutal working conditions and death, and soon pleaded for rescue.8 From then on, and particularly between 1846 and 1848, tens of thousands of islanders from Madeira, and occasionally from the Azores, Cape Verde and the Canaries, moved into sugar-cane plantations in the Guianas and the Caribbean; sometimes they left Madeira not fully aware of what their destination was, and could end up in St Kitts or St Vincent while thinking they embarked to Cape Verde.9

After the end of their contracts, some Portuguese labourers remained in Guiana and competed with the recently freed African-descendants in the food-and-drink retail business. They grew into a successful community that attracted more Madeirans to Guiana for business and trade. At that time, indentured South Asians had became the pillar of the plantation labour force.

In the tensely racialized Guianese society, the Portuguese became one of the six races of the nation, along with White, Black, Indian, Chinese and Amerindian, a status that lasted after the colony became a republic in the 1960s. During
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that time, many Portuguese-Guianese moved into new destinations, mostly in Canada, where they formed multi-hyphenated communities.

4. The route to Hawaii

Beyond the boundaries of the European empires in the late 19th century, the indigenous Kingdom of Hawaii, along with a number of visiting white traders and missionaries turned local landowners, converted the island into a major sugar producer. The labour needs and the demographic decline of Hawaiian population propelled a politics of sponsored immigration that targeted different groups in different times: Chinese, Portuguese islanders from Madeira and the Azores, Japanese, and, after annexation to the United States in 1898, also Koreans, Filipinos, Puerto Ricans. Why Portuguese islanders from so far away, when it would cost less to planters and the Hawaiian government to bring Asian workers? Partly, it was precisely to counterbalance the predominantly Asian repopulation of Hawaii. Plus, there was a small community of Portuguese sailors and whalers in Hawaii who pleaded for their homefolks. Furthermore, a close collaborator of King Kalakaua, the German naturalist and physician Wilhelm Hillebrand, went to Madeira and found such remarkable resemblances to Hawaii that he actively engaged in the recruitment of Madeirans.10

In the end, as historians of labour argue, a workforce divided by nationalities, reframed as ethnicities, was of the interest of the planters, as it prevented the united insurgence of labourers.11 Portuguese islanders enjoyed some privileges, above all the fact of being sponsored as families. The contingents of Madeirans and Azoreans arrived to Hawaii between 1878 and 1913, bringing a total of near 20,000 men, women and children. Although the voyage was harsh and long – six months sailing or six weeks on steamer – and the work in the cane fields was brutal, Portuguese islanders signed the contracts to Hawaii on their free will and most of the times moved there for good. After the end of contracts, many moved to the city and engaged on urban jobs, others kept farming with homesteading, or remained in the plantations, and others moved to the mainland U.S. Few returned to their ancestral islands. In the early 20th century, the Portuguese were over 10% of the population in Hawaii. They were counted as a separate group as late as in the 1930 census. Much of their heritage became part of the material and intangible cultural references of Hawaii – the small guitar that evolved as ukulele, the fried dough malasadas and other foods, the religious rituals, etc.

Concluding note: comparing and connecting.

What do we learn from the study of the recruitment of Portuguese islanders for the sugar labours in foreign plantations? Although their number is small when compared to the millions of enslaved Africans and indentured Asians, their case is rich in a variety of forms and adds nuance to our analysis of indenture systems. They shared with other workers the violence of the plantation, and they entered it in a variety of ways. Not enslaved, although sometimes reported as victims of “white slavery,”12 their modes of bondage varied. Some signed contracts at departure, others at arrival; some were lured or nearly kidnapped, others went as stowaways; some had no idea of where they were going, others knew it; some escaped famine, others wanted to further improve their lives. In the highly racialized plantation societies where they settled, Portuguese islanders were sometimes brought to buffering zones and intermediary positions as those of foremen, and benefited from marginal racial advantages to move beyond the plantation labour into other jobs and social positions. They became part of the social mosaic of the plantation societies inherited from a divided workforce of multiple displacements and modes of bondage, with the collective wounds flattened by the celebratory representation of the society’s multi-ethnic character.
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